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Passenger transportation services around Europe.

Get a custom offer for a vehicle with a driver.







Tours & Bus Rental services, Transfers around Europe



All destination where we offer our services – Charter bus rental, minibus rental, minivan rental, event management, business travel, transfer services & all other ground transportation services:




	Riga

	Helsinki

	Tallinn

	Vilnius

	Stockholm

	Malmo

	Gothenburg

	Oslo

	Bergen

	Gdansk

	Warsaw

	Graz

	Salzburg

	Innsbruck

	Vienna

	Paris

	Lyon

	Nice

	Marseille

	Geneva

	Copenhagen

	Bratislava

	Barcelona

	Milan

	Prague

	Turku

	Munich

	Rome

	Venice

	Tbilisi

	Brussels

	Frankfurt

	Amsterdam

	Luxembourg













Why Book With Us?



Tailor made transport solutions that have been highly appreciated by a lot of customers from all around the world.



	All places and partners are carefully picked by us.

	Best price guaranteed & Hassle free!

	TOP rated on Tripadvisor

	Trusted by more than 15,000+ customers




Find Out More!









	Tampere

	Palma

	Dubrovnik

	Split

	Varna

	Turin

	Nuremberg

	Florence

	Porto

	Cannes

	Montpellier

	Bern

	Palermo

	Bari

	The Hague

	Katowice

	Rotterdam

	Antwerp

	Eindhoven

	Bonn

	Liverpool

	Krakow

	Naples

	Toulouse

	Athens

	Sofia

	Bucharest

	Ljubljana

	Zagreb

	Budapest

	Andorra

	Zurich

	Glasgow

	Edinburgh

	Dublin

	London

	Nantes

	Seville

	Bilbao

	Valencia

	Madrid

	Malaga

	Lisbon

	Cologne

	Burgas

	Dresden

	Leipzig

	Bremen

	Hamburg

	Berlin

	Hanover

	Stuttgart

	Rovaniemi

	Oulu

	Vaasa

	Kiel

	Rosenheim

	Augsburg

	Rimini

	Memmingen

	Regensburg

	Ulm

	Klagenfurt

	Bologna

	Ingolstadt

	Bolzano

	Karlsruhe

	Mannheim

	Bergamo

	Abu Dhabi

	Adelaide

	Ankara

	Bangkok

	Basel

	Belgrade

	Bordeaux

	Boston

	Brisbane

	Buenos Aires

	Chicago

	Dallas

	Detroit

	Dubai

	Jakarta

	Orebro

	Faro

	Philadelphia

	Fuerteventura

	Gran Canaria

	Hanoi

	Helsingborg

	Houston

	Ibiza

	Jonkoping

	Jerusalem

	Cairo

	Kaunas

	Cape Town

	Klaipeda

	Kristiansand

	Quebec City

	Lanzarote

	Las Vegas

	Linz

	Linkoping

	Los Angeles

	Miami

	Mexico City

	Melbourne

	Monte Carlo

	Montevideo

	Montreal

	Mumbai

	Nicosia

	New Delhi

	New York

	Odense

	Auckland

	Aalborg

	Orlando

	Osaka

	Ottawa

	Panama City

	Beijing

	Pittsburgh

	Podgorica

	Randers

	Reykjavik

	Rio de Janeiro

	Rostock

	San Antonio

	San Francisco

	Shanghai

	San Jose, USA

	San Jose

	Sao Paulo

	Santiago

	Santo Domingo

	Zaragoza

	Sharm El-Heikh

	Seoul

	Sydney

	Seattle

	Singapore

	Skopje

	Istanbul

	Stavanger

	Strasbourg

	Tampa

	Tel Aviv-Yafo

	Tenerife

	Tokyo

	Toronto

	Tromso

	Trondheim

	Valletta

	Vancouver

	Washington

	Warnemunde












Munich Transfers



Munich Airport transfers to/from most popular destinations in the close Alps region from our base in Bavaria.




	Ruhstorf an der Rott

	Bad Rappenau

	Kitzbühel

	Bad Ragaz

	Lech am Arlberg

	Solln

	Bad Hofgastein

	Vohburg

	Obergurgl

	Augsburg

	Bad Abbach

	Alpendorf

	Zell am See

	Oberstdorf

	Amberg

	Vilshofen an der Donau

	Innsbruck

	Mayrhofen

	Lugano

	Bad Ischl

	Stuben am Arlberg

	Rothenburg ob der Tauber

	Flirsch am Arlberg

	Vienna

	St. Gallen

	Sulzberg

	Salzburg

	Friedberg

	Kirchdorf am Inn

	Livigno

	Bad Gastein

	Verbier

	Deggendorf

	Wiesentheid

	Kaufbeuren

	Füssen

	St. Christoph am Arlberg












Contact Info
+49 331 900 849 99 
info@osabus.com
Osa Travel Management B.V.
Reg.No.: 88429997
John M. Keynesplein 10, 1066EP, Amsterdam, Netherlands
© 2023 OsaBus All Rights Reserved.
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Pay Safely With Us
The payment is encrypted and transmitted securely with an SSL protocol.
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Manage Consent




To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.




Functional



Functional

Always active							





The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.




Preferences


Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.




Statistics


Statistics






The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.





Marketing


Marketing






The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes


Accept
Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences

{title}
{title}
{title}


Manage consent

             